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EVERYONE IS CONFUSED & NO ONE IS HAPPY: CRITIQUING RULES AND RESULTS
IN FERO V. EXCELLUS HEALTH PLAN, INC. AND ARGUING FOR A NEW APPROACH
TO DATA BREACH STANDING
Introduction
The plaintiffs in Fero v. Excellus Health Plan, Inc. (“Excellus”) were among millions of
individuals whose personally identifiable and protected health information was compromised
when Excellus Health Plan, Inc.’s computer network was breached from December 2013 to
August 2014.1 After being notified by Excellus that their information was compromised,
consumers filed several class action lawsuits over alleged present and future injuries. In
response, the defendants, Excellus and its affiliates, filed motions to dismiss for lack of subject
matter jurisdiction under Rule 12(b)(1).2 The court dismissed claims by plaintiffs who did not
allege past misuse of their information because the alleged increased risk of future identity theft
was not sufficiently imminent to satisfy the injury in fact requirement for Article III standing.3
Whether data breach victims have Article III standing under current doctrine depends on
factual differences between cases4 and legal differences between courts.5 These variations are
important because they determine whether a case can proceed to the merits,6 which in turn can
impact business conduct.7 Excellus highlights the breadth of the circuit split on both injury in fact
within standing doctrine, and the standard of review for questions of standing overall. It is
notable because, at the time, the Second Circuit Court of Appeals had not decided a data breach
case, so the position of the circuit was unknown.8 The district court was challenged to form its
own standing rule for data breach litigation.
This Comment considers the quality of precedent set by Excellus by critiquing the legal
reasoning and analyzing the impact of the results. Part I surveys standing doctrine and injury in
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fact theory as applied to data breach litigation. It then contemplates data security enforcement
outside the courts. Part II takes a deeper dive into the court’s reasoning and holding in Excellus.
Part III examines the court’s decision from analytical and policy perspectives, and in light of the
subsequent Attias v. CareFirst, Inc. decision by the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals that almost
went to the Supreme Court. This comment concludes that Excellus created an arbitrary standard
because the legal rule applied is ambiguous and incomplete. The resulting uncertainty for redress
and liability illustrates the need for legislative or judicial action to clarify data breach standing.
I. BACKGROUND
The horror of identity theft is nothing new9 but the prevalence of data breaches and
addressing them in court is a relatively new and confounding reality.10 Protecting individuals
from identity theft is a significant concern, particularly because the risk from stolen data can last
long after a breach.11 Data breaches are an issue for organizations of all types12 but the impact
differs by industry, with health care breaches being most costly.13 Lawsuits against a hacked
entity can accumulate quickly after a data breach is disclosed.14 Businesses may settle these
lawsuits readily, or push back against misplaced blame.15
A. Standing Doctrine and Injury in Fact
The first hurdle data breach lawsuits face is whether the case can proceed to the merits,
due to prerequisites to sue in federal court.16 Standing doctrine is a set of principles to determine
whether federal courts have jurisdiction to hear a case derived from the Case or Controversy
Clause of Article III of the Constitution.17 It is often distilled to three elements: “a plaintiff must
show that she has suffered an ‘injury in fact’ that is ‘fairly traceable’ to the defendant’s actions
and that is ‘likely to be redressed’ by the relief she seeks.”18 These requirements encapsulate
protections for the separation of powers, a concern since the courts were established.19 However,
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the current articulation of standing developed in the 20th century.20 The most contentious facet
of standing doctrine in data breach litigation is the injury in fact requirement because claims are
often for increased risk of future injury.21 Plaintiffs may also claim present injury due to
mitigation efforts or anxiety or fear about potential identity theft.22 However, most courts are
reluctant to grant standing for these allegations though without an accompanying justiciable risk
of future injury.23
Future injury confers standing if it is “certainly impending” or constitutes a “substantial
risk” to the plaintiff.24 Clapper v. Amnesty International, USA, the main case on future injury
from the Supreme Court, illustrates one scenario in which an alleged future injury does not
confer standing.25 The facts were extenuating though, as it was a constitutional challenge to
legislative action regarding foreign affairs, an area where the Court avoids deciding the merits.26
Without an example of what is future injury in fact, and faced with precedent from unusual
circumstances, courts struggle to extrapolate the rule to the data breach litigation, leading to the
circuit split.27
B. Injury in Fact in Data Breach Litigation Across Jurisdictions
Each jurisdiction has different positions on injury in fact, some based in law, others
viewed as fact-specific.28 A purely legal disagreement between circuits is the proper standard of
review for Rule 12(b)(1) motions to dismiss for lack of subject matter jurisdiction.29 Many courts
apply the standard from Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife, which only requires general allegations
of each element of standing at the pleading stage.30 The standard of review in turn affects the
courts propensity to draw inferences31 regarding the malice of data breaches and the likelihood of
fraud.32 The type of data exposed may impact judgment regarding the magnitude of the risk,
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since sensitive information such as social security numbers can be wielded more harmfully.33
Imminence may be indicated by evidence that data was targeted specifically.34
The Supreme Court has yet to weigh-in directly on future injury in the data breach
context. It recently surprised the legal community35 by denying a petition for writ of certiorari on
Attias v. CareFirst, Inc.36 In that case, the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals held that “a substantial
risk of harm exists . . . simply by virtue of [a] hack and the nature of the data.”37 The court
reversed because the data included both social security numbers and medical information, which
even the defendants allegedly viewed as creating a substantial risk of identity theft. 38 While
denying certiorari is not the same as deciding a case outright, the refusal could indicate the Court
either assents to the lower court’s rule or does not think the circuit split is problematic.
C. Legislative and Government Actions to Address Data Security
All but two states have legislation requiring at least disclosure of data breaches to
consumers, 39 if not additional preventative requirements.40 Criticism of existing legislation
includes that it does not improve data security41 nor help consumers because there is no redress
available through notification.42 Businesses may not even be aware of the requirement,43 or
realize the breach too late to give consumers enough notice to prevent identity theft.44 From the
business perspective, notification requirements increase the cost of a data breach.45
There are some federal mechanisms to increase data security, but no nationwide
legislation governing private entities.46 The push to introduce federal data breach prevention and
response legislation ebbs and flows.47 Despite the desire to prevent data breaches and avoid
identity theft,48 there are competing interests, conflicting priorities,49 and varying views on how
to improve data security.50 Furthermore, even if there was a federal law including a cause of
action, it is unclear whether it would be able to provide civil remedies.51 It is also arguable
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whether a statute would create better incentives for responsible data storage than current state
laws, FTC monitoring and adjudication,52 and overall trends.53
However, there are strong arguments for and possible benefits to legislation, not least of
which are related to international relations, trade and commerce, and national security.54 To stay
relevant with global allies, the United States may have to increase its involvement in data
security and breach response to stay relevant, as indicated by recent European Union action and
illustrated by international standards.55 Regarding standing, legal scholarship suggests legislation
is the proper way to allocate risk and make trade-offs related to ubiquitous consumer data
collection. 56 Legislation could create statutory standing, relieving concerns about courts
loosening Article III standing requirements.57 Legislation could also improve outcomes for
businesses currently mired in the standing circuit split by increasing certainty about liability.58
II. CASE DESCRIPTION
Four of twenty named plaintiffs in Fero v. Excellus Health Plan, Inc. did not allege
specific misuse of their personal data exposed since the cyberattack.59 Their alleged injuries
mirrored typical complaints: increased risk of future injury, anxiety and fear related to the
possibility of future identity theft, and effort exerted to take precautions against identity theft.
The claims were pursuant to myriad causes of action, including some arising from tort and
contract law, as well as state statutes.60 The district court decided the motion to dismiss for lack
of subject matter jurisdiction based on a preponderance of the evidence standard, with
consideration of evidence outside the pleadings.61 The court discerned a rule for injury-in-fact
from non-binding precedent since the Second Circuit had not decided a data breach case yet.62
After surveying the principles of Article III standing and the circuit split, the court
analyzed the imminence of identity theft based on Clapper. It concluded the alleged future injury
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was not certainly impending. The court relied on findings from an investigation initiated by
Excellus after the breach. According to the court, the investigation produced insufficient
evidence to show the hackers intended to use the information for identity fraud.63 Echoing
Clapper, the court defined a chain of events that would have to occur in order for the “nonmisuse plaintiffs” to experience identity theft. Such attenuation, in combination with the time
transpired since the breach, led the court to conclude identity theft was not certainly impending
and therefore not an injury in fact.64 The court’s decision runs counter to precedent cited from
the Sixth, Seventh, and Ninth Circuits, but agrees with the Third and Fourth Circuits and several
district courts which also denied standing to data breach victims.65
III. ANALYSIS
Excellus presented an opportunity for the district court to conduct a thorough analysis
ahead of the court of appeals taking a position in the circuit split. Now that the opinion from
Whalen v. Michaels Stores was issued but is not precedential,66 the incoherent opinion the district
court delivered is particularly regrettable because the court of appeals position is unreliable too.
This Comment critiques the court’s approach from analytical and policy perspectives, and in
light of the subsequent CareFirst decision from the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals.
A. The Standard of Review Is Inconsistent with Precedent and Prejudices Plaintiffs
The court relied on Second Circuit precedent to set the standard of review and burden of
proof for the 12(b)(1) motion to dismiss for lack of subject matter jurisdiction. It required the
plaintiffs to prove each element of standing by a preponderance of the evidence and permits the
court to refer to evidence outside the pleadings.67 This standard is conflict with rules from the
Supreme Court on motions to dismiss and contrasts with other data breach cases.68 Imposing a
preponderance of the evidence standard prejudices plaintiffs who have no way of knowing the
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likelihood of identity theft.69 If the court followed the Supreme Court’s standard, it could have
inferred the sixteen allegations of misuse, in combination with the fact the investigation “was
unable to rule out the possibility the attacker accessed patient data based on the available log
data”70 indicated the data was accessed with intent to commit fraud. Admittedly, lenient pleading
requirements for standing could formalistically threaten the separation of powers.71 However, the
Supreme Court implicitly rejected that notion when it let CareFirst stand, as the D.C. Circuit
analyzed standing at the pleadings with a plausibility standard.72 The plausibility approach is
appropriate from a policy perspective because, at the pleading stage, the “benefit of the doubt
. . . should be given to the party with the least information.”73
B. The Court Failed to Clearly Articulate its Rule for Data Breach Injury in Fact
This case was an opportunity for the court to stake its position on how to properly
analyze standing in data breach cases, but its rule discussion and analysis are disjointed. The
court analogized to Clapper74 but did not explain why it rejected other noted approaches, unlike
other courts that have faced the issue.75 For example, the court cited the framework in Khan v.
Children’s Nat’l Health Systems for standing via either “actual examples of the use of the fruits
of the data breach for identity theft, even if involving other victims; or a clear indication that the
data breach was for the purpose of using the plaintiffs’ personal data to engage in identity
fraud.”76 Yet the court ignored the fact there were allegations of fraud against other victims.77
This contradiction without explanation undermines the opinion’s precedential value because both
the rule employed and the facts taken as pertinent are unclear.
The analysis is also incomplete. The court only considered standing for future injuries if
they are “certainly impending” despite noting the applicability of the “substantial risk”
standard.78 It is possible the court viewed these standards as requiring the same type of risk.79
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However, if “substantial risk” does require something different than “certainly impending,” the
analysis denied the plaintiffs full consideration. Furthermore, the court did not consider the
possible influence of the type of data exposed, even though healthcare data breaches are
considered among the most serious.80 The CareFirst court relied heavily on the type of data in its
decision to find standing, and the data there was very similar to Excellus.81 With the benefit of
hindsight, this fact may have been relevant.
C. The Outcome Creates an Arbitrary Standard for Redress and Liability
The holding in Excellus effectively permits claims to go forward if exposed data was
misused but stymies claims if not. This rule is rooted in the actions of third parties rather than
focused on what a defendant did or did not do, despite the court’s façade that the claims are
dismissed to avoid just that.82 One can imagine how this metric would play out in future data
breaches: even if a business took reasonable precautions and followed disclosure rules, it could
be forced to settle a lawsuit because consumer data was misused. On the contrary, a business that
was negligent in providing data security could be off the hook if the stolen data was not misused.
If the goal of data breach litigation is to improve data security and prevent breaches, 83 this rule
does not work because liability is based partially on chance, providing few incentives to be
proactive.
If this precedent is followed, consumers would wrongly be denied the ability to seek
protection before harm comes to them, a right recognized by the Supreme Court. 84 Just as
accountability will be based on the actions of third parties, so too will the ability of plaintiffs to
seek redress, resulting in greater uncertainty.85 Particularly in the health care context, consumers
have little agency to change providers or to change their personal information.86 Risk averse and
prudent consumers will likely still take precautions after a data breach.87 Even if a company was
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negligent, consumers could be stuck with mitigation costs and the risk of future fraud without
redress because their data was not misused by the hackers, meaning there is no standing.88
This outcome may be defensible from a formalist perspective that places great emphasis
on following standing doctrine to ensure the separation of powers and avoid the court stepping
outside the case or controversy prerequisite.89 But the plaintiffs in data breach litigation have a
personal stake in the matter because it was their personal information that was compromised.
According to CareFirst, ensuring parties have a personal stake in litigation is the core of
standing doctrine.90
D. Excellus Illustrates the Usefulness of a Uniform Rule
The perverse outcomes of this case—that it perpetuates what the court purports to
avoid—illustrate how the existing legal options leave consumers caught up between “a justicebased desire for rectifying or preventing damages, and a legal requirement that damages be
articulable in terms that data breaches defy.”91 Likewise, businesses are faced with uncertainty
about their potential liability after the unfortunate event of a data breach. Resolution of this
tension and uncertainty requires a uniform rule regarding data breach harm set by the Supreme
Court or Congress.92 Legislative action would provide an opportunity to address national security
and international relations concerns regarding data security, something outside the Court’s
reach.93
A statute or a Supreme Court ruling could pave the way for fairer adjudication focused on
causation and liability of businesses rather than injury in fact based on happenstance. Detailed
discussion about the content of a future rule is outside the scope of this Comment. However, for
consideration, an efficacious rule could, for example, recognize risk of identity theft as a
categorical injury.94 It might accept reasonable mitigation efforts or anxiety about identity theft
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as injury in fact.95 The Court could announce an adjusted standing framework, since data breach
litigation typically lacks the constitutional and foreign affairs dimensions of Clapper v. Amnesty
International, USA.96 No matter which takes hold, data breaches will likely continue and lawsuits
will inevitably follow, meaning standing will continue to be an issue for federal courts.
CONCLUSION
A subset of plaintiffs in the class action data breach lawsuit Fero v. Excellus Health Plan,
Inc. alleged injury based on increased risk of future identity theft without their own
compromised personal information being misused. The court isolated these plaintiffs from the
others and dismissed their claims because the alleged increased risk was not certainly impending,
and therefore not sufficient for injury in fact under the standing requirements of Clapper. The
court permitted other plaintiffs who did allege misuse to proceed in litigation. Deciding standing
based on misuse relies on the conduct of third parties. Consumers and businesses are therefore
subject to arbitrary redress and liability. Between this effect and the court’s tenuous analysis,
Excellus is an excellent illustration of why data breach litigation needs a new, uniform rule. In
order to improve data security and create fairer outcomes, future legislation or Supreme Court
rulings should focus on determining liability for attacks rather than injury to consumers.
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